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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a mechanism based on Self-Organizing
Maps for analyzing the resource consumption behaviors and de-
tecting possible anomalies in data centers for Network Function
Virtualization (NFV). Our approach is based on a joint analysis of
two historical data sets available through two separate monitoring
systems: system-level metrics for the physical and virtual machines
obtained from the monitoring infrastructure, and application-level
metrics available from the individual virtualized network functions.
Experimental results, obtained by processing real data from one of
the NFV data centers of the Vodafone network operator, highlight
some of the capabilities of our system to identify interesting points
in space and time of the evolution of the monitored infrastructure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network operators face continuously a number of challenges for
evolving the offered services towards more and more complex
solutions facing increasingly demanding requirements coming from
the new connectivity scenarios of the future Internet.
A recent trend in network operators is the wide and massive
deployment of cloud computing technologies, for realizing flexible
infrastructures management strategies able to cope with the new
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challenges in the area. Indeed, IP convergence has facilitated the mi-
gration of networking services from the traditional deployment of
physical appliances sized for the peak hour, towards the novel Net-
work Function Virtualization (NFV) approach [8], where virtualized
software functions are essentially software applications that can
be deployed on a private, virtualized infrastructure of the operator.
At the heart of the management of a data center for cloud com-
puting and/or NFV, there is an efficient distributed monitoring
infrastructure that gathers continuously system-level metrics from
all the physical hosts and VMs deployed in the system. This data
is made available to data center automation functions and human
operators, so as to enable necessary operations such as monitoring
of VMs status and performance, adaptation of the available tunables
to the conditions of the system and operating on the VM allocation
and placement.
Among the principal concerns of data center operators we can
find anomaly detection. The capability of detecting suspect perfor-
mance degradation is fundamental to the purpose of establishing
automated proactive strategies to minimize the risk of SLA vio-
lations (i.e., such that the human experts can focus their efforts
in the most critical activities) or to alert the staff to start the re-
mediation/mitigation procedures in advance. Anomaly detection
is roughly defined as the problem of finding patterns that signifi-
cantly differ from standard behaviors. This problem is common to
a number of contexts and applications such as, for instance, fraud
detection within financial transactions [6], intrusion detection in a
cyber-security framework, machinery fault [10] or product quality
issues detection in the industrial field [11].
Considering the wide and practical impact of the problem, many
methods have been developed to face anomaly detection-related
tasks. These methods use concepts taken from different disciplines
like Information Theory, Statistics and Machine Learning (ML).
Employed technologies and algorithms vary according to the dif-
ferent nature of the problem and data types to be handled. In the
last years, ML techniques are gaining more and more interest for
anomaly detection applications due to their robustness, flexibility
and capability of learning – in a continuous manner – from data [1].
Among all the families of ML approaches suitable to anomaly de-
tection, clustering methods have the great benefit of not requiring
labelled data, which are not always available in practical applica-
tions. In this sub-set of approaches, Self-Organising Maps (SOM),
a particular kind of neural networks, have achieved interesting
results when coping with industrial data [2, 3] due to their well
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Figure 1: Overview of the SOM-based clustering workflow.
known capability of mapping high-dimensional data into a lower-
dimensional space while preserving at clusters-level the topology
and distribution of training data.
ML techniques have been successfully used in NFV applications
for different purposes. For example, they have been used for an
anomaly detection purposes, as shown in [4], where the perfor-
mance of several supervised methods are compared by exploiting
a data set containing NFV features associated to different types of
faults. In [9], SOM techniques are used to detect anomalies in a
small testbed in the context of NFV. General clustering techniques
have also been employed in this context. In [5] the popular K-means
algorithm is used to cluster cells traffic data in order to group cells
with similar time behavior and allow for resource optimization. A
supervised SOM-based approach is presented in [7] for fault detec-
tion, where a SOM is used to cluster labelled data collecting NFV
performance indicators: labels are assigned by operators and used
to determine whether a cluster corresponds to a faulty situation.
2 PROPOSED APPROACH
The goal of the proposed approach is to perform a pattern analy-
sis of the VMs behavior, focusing on their resource consumption
metrics, i.e., related to the utilization of the underlying infrastruc-
ture (INFRA metrics), as well as the application-level metrics (VNF
metrics). This allows for gathering a comprehensive overview of
the major behavioral patterns that characterize VMs and possibly
identifying suspect behaviors. Our approach exploits the use of
SOMs to cluster VM metrics patterns, leveraging on their ability to
preserve the topology in the projection, meaning that similar input
patterns are captured by closeby neurons (units). A VM is observed
trough its movement among its best matching units (BMUs) during
the time horizon under analysis, so that any changes in “far” BMU
could be used to trigger an alarm.
The SOM-based clustering tool we realized is capable of applying
clustering using multiple input metrics. In our experimentation, we
have applied this technique over individual monthly data available
with a 5-minutes granularity (288 observations per day, per metric,
per monitored VM), amounting to several GBs of data for a specific
region. The overall workflow is summarized in Figure 1. First, the
raw data are preprocessed to address possible data-quality issues
and to retain only the information related to the relevant metrics.
The input samples to the SOM are then constructed by diving the
time horizon under analysis according to a predefined period (e.g.,
one day) and merging the individual metrics data related to the
same period in a single vector, for each VM separately. Then, such
data are fed to the SOM that outputs for each of them the best
matching neuron, providing a clustering.
The preprocessing phase focuses on possible issues such as (i)
missing values and (ii) significant differences in the magnitude of
the values of different metrics. To mitigate the effect of the first
issue, a data imputation strategy is performed (e.g., linear interpola-
tion), retaining as much data as possible for the analysis. Moreover,
when using SOMs, it is recommended to address the second issue as
well since, due to the sample distance evaluation mechanism, met-
rics with significantly larger values tend to hide the contribution
of other metrics which can only take on smaller values, possibly
bounded by a predefined range. To take care of this aspects, we
have devised two possible strategies. The first (normalized) strategy
consists in scaling each time-series by subtracting its mean and
dividing by its standard deviation. Notice that this strategy hides
information regarding the absolute magnitude of the original be-
havior, while it emphasizes its shape. The second (non-normalized)
strategy consists in scaling each time-series to a range of values be-
tween 0 and 1 (inclusive) considering, for each metric individually,
the historical observed minimum and maximum values. Notice that
such strategy retains information regarding the absolute magnitude
of the original behaviors.
Each input vector to the SOM is constituted by the concatenation
of k vectors, related to the preprocessed time-series of the k metrics,
for each considered VM and period. Given that INFRA metrics have
been provided with a 5-minutes collection granularity, if a period
of a day is considered, we tipically have 288 data points of each
metric, for each VM, for each day. In order to train the SOM, a few
hyper-parameters must be tuned:
SOM dimensions: the map is usually a finite two-dimensional
region where neurons are arranged in a rectangular grid.
Learning rate: this parameter (between 0 and 1) controls how
much each training sample contributes to the weight vector updates.
Neighborhood radius (σ ): this parameter (between 0 and 1) refers
to the coefficient of the Gaussian neighborhood function. The
higher the value of σ , the more closeby neurons are affected by the
weights update of an individual neuron in each training step.
Number of epochs: in each epoch, neuron weights are updated in
a full-batch fashion (i.e., the whole training data set is considered).
A training process consists of a configurable number of epochs.
After the training phase, the SOM can be used to infer the BMU
for each input sample, i.e., the neuron that exhibits the least quan-
tization error when compared with the considered input sample.
At this stage, the output of the analysis can be used by, e.g., a data
center operator to visually inspect the behaviors captured by the
trained neurons, to spot possible suspect/anomalous ones and check
which VMs are associated with them. Furthermore, since the indi-
vidual input samples are related to the behavior of a specific VM at
specific point in time, it is also possible to analyze the evolution of
the VMs throughout the time horizon, to possibly detect patterns in
their behavioral changes. Additionally, we provide a mechanism to
automatically detect possible suspect behaviors without the need
for a human operator to inspect the status of the SOM at the end
of the training. It consists of a threshold-based alert that tags an
input sample as misclassified if it is associated to a neuron with a
quantization error that is greater than a configurable threshold.
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Figure 2: Example of INFRA resource consumption
clusters identified with the multi-metric SOM analy-
sis. The red, green and blue curves in each plot corre-
spond to the cpu|usage_average, net|usage_average and
cpu|capacity_contentionPctmetrics, respectively.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section provides a sample of the results that can be obtained us-
ing the approach described in Section 2. We focus over a limited set
of metrics which Vodafone is currently focusing on, related to the
computational, networking and storage activity of VMs and VNFs of
interest. Specifically, in the following, we highlight results obtained
analyzing the following metrics: cpu|capacity_contentionPct,
cpu|usage_average, net|usage_average.
The multi-metric SOM-based analysis presented above has been
applied over the INFRA metrics available for various months in
one of the Italian Vodafone NFV data centers. One example output
of this analysis, is the set of clusters highlighted in Figure 2. Each
subplot in the picture represents the weights in the trained SOM
network, that jointly identify the characterizing daily behavior for
the VMs that fell into that cluster. In order to simplify presentation,
the weights vectors jointly computed over the three metrics are
represented overlapped but in different colors. For example, one
of the most recurrent patterns is the one identified by the top-left
neuron, occurring in 35.6% of the input samples.
Note that values on the Y axis can be negative because, in the
preprocessing stage, we have applied a standard normalization to
the input data set, as typical for behavioral analysis. This means
that VMs have been clustered based on the joint shape of their daily
resource consumption patterns, not their absolute values.
One of the suspect outputs we can observe in the above figure,
is that the cpu|capacity_contentionPct figure follows closely
the daily traffic pattern on the involved VMs, whereas in a healthy
scenario where VMs have sufficient computational resources, we
would have expected this metric to stay flat at zero, or undergo a
slight increase only during the peak hours.
A significantly different pattern is the one that can be observed
in the top-right neuron of Figure 2, representing 7.84% of the daily
patterns observed in the month. As evident from the picture, there
is a higher CPU contention during night, when the VM has lower
traffic, than during the day.
Considering in input a set of identical VMs, i.e. having the same
role in the VNFs and managing traffic in load sharing-mode, it was
expected to obtain an identical output for all the VMs. Actually the
SOM-based analysis has highlighted that a subset of such VMs is
experiencing patterns very different to the standard ones that shall
be monitored and further analyzed. Considering in input a set of
VMs and a group of different kind of metrics (e.g. CPU, RAM and
network traffic), it is possible to identify asynchronous changes
among such metrics that could be linked to anomalous behavior of
the NFV environment, and not only to the VNF itself.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented a SOM-based technique for the clas-
sification of behavioral patterns of VM resource consumption in
NFV data centers. The technique is being used across the NFV data
centers of the Vodafone network operator and some of the initial
preliminary results from this application have been described.
Regarding future work on the topic, we certainly have to refine
the presented technique. For example, while some hyper-parameters
can be effectively tuned via a grid search, others need to be tuned
manually by operators, depending on the achieved results, like the
misclassification threshold. An interesting possibility to consider
might be the one to enrich the approach by using Deep Learning
(DL) for time-series classification in order to build more effective
anomaly detection models.
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